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Abstract 

 

A response to Adorno’s criticism that Western writing could not accurately represent 

the Holocaust while existing in capitalist culture, חברים (Friends of all Kinds) focuses 

on polish lesbian Holocaust survivor Rosemari Mornsk as she recalls the most 

memorable episodes of living in postwar Washington DC. The prose’s sjuzhet takes 

us from Rosemari’s appearance in a modern day Holocaust awareness conference 

through the events responsible for building her personality since her escape from the 

Auschwitz concentration camp, confronted with discrimination, misconception and 

challenging relationships. Writing from the perspective of an older lesbian, as a 

heterosexual young male, was specifically chosen to limit the amount of perceivably 

relatable experience, so fuller connection with the culture and moments of being held 

by real Holocaust survivors and carefully selected Holocaust fiction could be 

achieved. From this, a reliable answer to Adorno’s criticism can be ascertained, while 

asking ourselves if we have still yet to learn from the selective discrimination of the 

Holocaust.
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Chapter One: The Dark Side of the Sun 

The serviettes are ironed. They make my jaw throb, because they demonstrate how 

our hosts have made everything so precise, so clean, so perfect for us. For those of 

us who have been walking around with our eyes open, we know that this is a fantasy. 

People look at us survivors, imagining that escaping was getting through to the other 

side, back to familiarity: the crispness and clarity of routine. But I have never 

experienced the clarity I am seeing in this reception hall. 

NeverAgainTM’s 2003 Conference. The porcelain staff have ushered us 

Holocaust survivors into the Washington Museum Conference Hall. The Survivors 

are split and sit on separate tables, flanked by the noble and the young. Our purpose 

is to speak, to justify the teaching of the Holocaust to teenagers. I am, essentially, 

trying to convince the people here that I am worth dissecting. I understand the 

reasons for it. Despite it feeling like an infringement, there is an uncanny freedom in 

offering my life and past, rather than having it taken away from me; though a 

question still smoulders in my lungs: how much will they really hear? 

I look from one survivor to the other; we share a refined polish in our eyes. It is 

an expression designed to convey knowing, while recognising how little the audience 

might know. It speaks of shielding, refreshing, reviving, hiding experiences, as and 

when a situation demands a response.  

Some Survivors slump deeper into the worn elm chairs, willing themselves to 

be as acceptable as the furniture. Others, like me, keep their backs flat, elbows 

digging into tables, hands supporting heads as they observe the room. To me we are 

planes parachuting aid on Dresden: people look up to us because they want what we 

hold. But we can still see the dimming glow of devastation around them. My palms 

sting with hot sweat; the flames inside us are kindled by hope and trauma, the stuffy 

oxygen in this room, the tinder in the chairs we sit upon. 

Next to me is a young lady, monumental with her meticulous posture and 

smouldering eyes, lashes smoky with cosmetics. She is beautiful enough in her own 

way; I cannot stand, however, those Aryan blue eyes staring into my right temple. I 

look to my left, where governors from some state or another purr under the pretence 

of importance. Still those Aryan blue eyes peel away at me, trying to grasp what I am 
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thinking. It is the same expression I have seen in so many places. It was the look 

used by Virginia while anticipating my next move, as I rolled into our kiss. It was the 

look used by Milosz, a survivor’s son examining my frown in an underground 

Washington disco, trying to determine if he was a familiar comfort to me, or simply 

haunting me. It was the look that officers used when they prised Peta away from me, 

judging whether I was going to try and fight them under tears of uncertain terror. 

The event host stares at me expectantly now. My feet wrestle me to the 

lectern, while I still need time to decide how much to say. They are expecting the 

Holocaust survivor who left it all behind, not the lesbian who is still a lesbian. From 

reference books I have read they expect us women to have rallied together, sharing 

our food, distracting guards when necessary, keeping younger girls safe and warm in 

winter. Using our friendship to survive. Then they expect us to have kept each other 

positive as we adjusted to modern life. That is the illumination they expect: a 

maternal victory over the oppressor. Currently, being intimidated for embracing my 

girlfriend in public, wild searches for my companions after the war and nights with 

Virginia, are not in such reference books. That is the darkness they do not know 

about, not the darkness they would prescribe to me. But there is a reason I have 

lived that part of my life shamelessly, against the pressures of every patriarchal 

Western fist. I have to convince myself, legs wrenching me up the stairs to the 

lectern, to share my life of love, among these apparent friends and analysts, as my 

reason. 

~ 

I try to picture the atrocities in my head as I recite them to a still audience, but the 

images are simply sparks against darkness, as if I were trying to light a damp match. 

I cannot relive the past anymore; it is only the present that makes my arms and lungs 

prickle.  

“All of this was happening for standing up for what I believe in. I wasn’t Jewish, 

but I knew plenty of Jews. Unlike me they were living for what they believed in, not 

protesting for ideals necessarily, and well… that’s something I can’t put into words for 

any of them. But I can say they were stronger and meeker than I honestly could’ve 

known before. And I… came out stronger than I realised. You don’t fight fire with fire, 

but what you have in you… it can dowse or scald. I saw that, in the faces of the 
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commanders – they wanted everything their way, and me, I scalded them just for 

being who I was. They hated me, because I hurt. Now, survival isn’t a malicious 

exercise of any kind, but knowing you’re not powerless, as they tried to convince you 

that you were… that helped. That standing up for yourself wasn’t a stilted idea, that in 

the eyes of this huge burning beast you were still someone to be listened to, and to 

be angry about it – yes, along with compassion, and calm, and caring for each other, 

yes, that helped too.” 

I was getting to the darker parts of my head; little by little I saw the audience 

light up with it. 

“The problem is the beast surviving too. Despite all we went through, each one 

of us survivors holding hands through the heat and the snow, the beast is still hungry. 

That beast, sirs and madams, is carelessness. It’s Ignorance, slyness, mocking.” 

The Aryan eyes of the young lady are prickling now.  

“There’s a horrible immaturity that some of the younger Americans hold 

regarding us Holocaust survivors. Some of them can’t comprehend us as human 

beings, in the same way they can’t comprehend that their grandmother could’ve once 

been an amorous young lover. We must be set in the time of the Holocaust to be 

understood. Some can’t see people like me wandering in the wondrous Washington 

nights, when in past nights I’d been paralyzed in fear of incinerators.” 

The young lady leans forward as subtly as she can; she forgets that I once 

learnt to breathe without inhaling, to make sure attention wasn’t drawn to me while 

being lined up.  

“But I feel my life has always been pushed closer to that incinerator, just not a 

real one. That immaturity is the tip of the searing glow coming from the people 

around me, watching me. That immaturity was one of the ways people could hide 

from us, and then hide the fact that we ever happened… to divide us from changing 

society and segregate us all over again… Or if they couldn’t hide, they’d hold us 

responsible for preserving old values, or mock us if we tried to be a part of the new 

American dream… saying that we keep trying too hard to fit in… as if we were 

another of the paintings rescued from the German basements. 
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“Anyway, you get the idea. A Holocaust survivor was something to preserve, 

and therefore something to control. Well, sorry, but you can’t control me. As you have 

heard, I was not put into the camps for being a Jew, but for making a stand for the 

love I believe in – that I can love who the hell I like, whether Christian, Jew, another 

woman, Romany – without having some sweaty burly enforcer huffing down the 

collar of my shirt. And just as a Jew should have the right to carry on being a Jew 

after surviving the suffering of the Holocaust, should an activist like myself not be 

able to continue their activism, having already survived one onslaught of oppression?  

“Those who still despise difference believe they can still divide and segregate 

us, by singling us out and shrouding us in fog…but now… now, I can declare myself 

proud to love another woman. That is my own small victory against the engineers of 

the Holocaust…wherever in society they skulk around now…” 

The Governors shift uncomfortably in their seats and nod at the floor.  

“Very striking, and, thought-provoking words, Rosemari,” panders the Host. 

“I’m deeply sorry to interrupt you but that’s all we have time for… maybe you can 

come back and tell us more sometime soon. We’ve been getting questions on 

Twitter, and don’t worry; we’ll have some from the floor…’   

~ 

 The girl’s question hits me before I even realise questions are being asked. I 

am still captured in the staring eyes; the ways pupils dilated when I let my secret hiss 

out of me. When I view myself from the inside I have become flat and thin, one-

dimensional, as I remind myself too late that this audience want mystery: I have 

brought them something recognizable in my modern struggle to stay gay. The 

audience have no problem with homosexuality as such, what is wrong is the truth 

that this fragment of the Holocaust has lasted longer than people imagine the 

Holocaust to last. There have been many more decades of people offering 

correction, deportation, elimination, than many here have truly paid attention to. The 

audience asked to open up my story, and they have found no satisfaction, no 

mystery… no fantasy.  

 “What message would you give to the lesbians of the future?” 
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 The question is back. I begin, “I guess, I would say, I would relay back what 

you have said: be the lesbians of the future. You can keep who you are in the 

moment, but if we’re challenged we disappear inside ourselves. We all do, you can’t 

avoid that. It is foolish to think that we can simply stand and spit at someone who 

puts us down. If someone intimidates you, they’re going to have some effect, we’re 

sensitive. But no matter if you retreat… you must… come back to yourself. You must 

stay in the mould you want to fill.” 

 My mouth is arid, but the girl leans back in her chair, nodding. 

 “With so much to cover in the current curriculum,” a Governor pipes up 

unannounced. “What specifically about the Holocaust do you think schools should 

cover, if nothing else?” 

An oily throat drenched in finances and bills and meaningless things. 

“…it is difficult to satisfy what a school might want with what I want,” I blurt, 

then pick up pace, “Because schools like facts and figures. And I want people. I think 

there are more people like me – there must be – that young people need the chance 

to hear.” 

Someone already has their hand raised; I try to ignore it. 

“It’s great knowing when things happened and how they happened, but you 

need to know who they happened to. And it happened to me, but not just me, maybe 

you, or you, or you…!” 

I catch myself throwing my arms about, gesturing to apparently invisible 

people in the room. Then I quickly dive for a glass of water. Before I know I’ve caught 

myself in a trap and the invisible people become visible to me, black hovering soot at 

the corners of my eyelids. I squint them away violently, under the façade of 

quenching my thirst. 

The audience hums curiously to my gestures, not quite laughing, not quite 

reflecting. The urgently raised hand is lowered. 

“Why specifically young people?” 

“Why specifically… that young people need to learn?” 
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“Yes.” 

“I see, I see.” Those images… squint! “Because without damning myself too 

much, I am rather old by now.” Small chuckles. “I won’t be around much longer.” 

Silence. “And when myself and others through the Holocaust, when we are all gone, 

someone else has to tell their children and grandchildren about us. Textbooks and 

novels won’t be enough to stop another Holocaust… you need to hear the emotion of 

someone recalling it, someone who in some way understands how it feels when your 

identity is on the line.” 

“I hope you’re never gone for good, in one way or another,” purrs the event 

host. History doesn’t die, my dear. 

“How do you keep strong while you’re talking about all this stuff that has 

happened to you?” 

I hide a splutter by leaning forward, towards the question. It is a young Greek 

in the back, whom I wouldn’t have noticed otherwise. 

“I mean, you’re an amazing lady, and you’ve made it through so much and 

you’re still, um, amazing, y’know… But I know if I was talking the way you talk, lady, I 

would probably… struggle to deal with all the stuff I was saying. But you look so… in 

control of your life. How do you do it, y’know…?” 

Other young Grecians on his table, students I suppose, look half fascinated 

and itchy. He is the most unassuming of the lot, but has caught me off guard. He has 

Virginia’s eyes. 

 “…I find it hard to say. It is my life, after all; I can’t see my life from the outside 

like you’ve just seen it... I would have to say I can’t step out of my own shoes.” 

Someone on the opposite side of the room inhales at the mention of shoes. 

They see endless piles of them; I let the resonance sink in while I gather my 

thoughts. 

“There are always problems, but… I think anyone can overcome them, if they 

have to. Then all of those experiences become part of you, and…” I get fed up and 

decide to be honest. “I can’t deny that it all still hurts. There’ll always be ways for life 
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to hurt me; but that hurt is what I’m made of. I’d rather people know me for what I’ve 

overcome than to not know anything at all.” Breath. “Besides, that’s what I’ve been 

paid to come here to do, isn’t it?” 

Applause is eventual, because everyone is captivated, so the event host 

points out to me. I look to her for relief, and she grins, cueing everyone else to laugh 

gently. She thanks me and I head back to the table, arched and measured in my 

stride, before sitting down for five minutes. Then to the restroom. 

In the swinging of one push door to the next, before finding the cubicle, I try 

and suppress my shivering at the eyes of that young Greek man, how they studied 

me so intently. I ponder his question, and remember once more Virginia’s eyes when 

she asked… 
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Chapter Two: Paling Eclipse 

“Did it not hurt?” 

We laid ensnared by the hurriedly filled duvet. It bound and divided us, so 

that my ankle kissed hers, my calf embraced hers, while the rest of me was 

wrenched from her side by the rise and fall of the starchy sheets. I was no longer 

warm. The November air bit the nape of my neck, beating back the stale air of 

Virginia’s room. 

“…No. No, I don’t think that could’ve hurt me.” 

“Does it not remind you?” 

Virginia’s pointed questions were never aggressive. She seemed genuinely 

curious that I had not cried after we had finished, or screamed when our throbbing 

intensified. Virginia presumed that the mortality of it all, the way our act had 

punctuated the cold smoothness of America like a barb in wire, would slice through 

me. Virginia has told me that she used to snap like this, moments short of climax, as 

the panicked adrenaline of love was on par only to the need to run from a gunshot. 

Pain echoed in her love; La Petite Mort. I admired that she no longer cried, but could 

not empathise.  

“It’s different from what I usually feel,” I tried to explain. “When I walk the 

streets, I see men in suits shouting, taxis belching fumes, queues beckoned into 

giant buildings. Nothing has changed, there’s still too much… burning for me out 

there. You are soft, soft like shower steam.” 

I rolled carefully among the crevices in the duvet and stroked her cheek. 

“Do you not feel like that sometimes?” 

Her thigh turned and suddenly her eyes were there again, looking through 

me. “Of course, my love.” 

Each touch was sedating. I survived days thinking of nights with her; waiting 

for Virginia to cover me, an eclipse over my fear. As we spent dusky afternoons 

holding hands in Hilwood Gardens I dreamt of Virginia’s apartment. We sat on the 
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rim of the fountains, studying the hedges. Virginia’s shadow ran over my arm, so I 

stared at the number on my wrist and imagined it fading in the darkness she had 

given me. 

This is when she asked me the second question, of the three I remember 

most. 

“Who do you see in your sleep?” 

I winced. “I see… well, I see you, your face. That’s the last thing I see before 

I close my eyes…” 

“I said when you’re asleep.” 

“…so that’s what I remember when I sleep.” 

“Really? All you remember is me?” 

I nodded, so she squeezed my arm and chuckled quietly.  

Then, “Rosemari, don’t lie to me. You must see something in your sleep,” 

Virginia’s features hardening again. 

“Don’t call me Rosemari… that’s your name for when you can’t take me 

seriously. I want you to take me seriously, I want you to call me Roze.” 

“Roze, then,” She continued with her polish rasp. “I just want to know what 

you remember when you sleep. I don’t want to be the only one who remembers 

everything I went through when I sleep.” 

I heaved a breath. “It’s better if you try not to remember.” 

“I can’t control it.” 

“Let me help you,” I said, leaning on her shoulder to hide my face. 

“I want to know what you would see, if you couldn’t control it. I want to see if 

I’m crazy in what I’m seeing.” 

Well. 
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“What would you see, Roze?” She nuzzled my stiff hair. “C’mon honey, tell 

me.” 

“…if I could, I would see the young boy crying for his mummy I saw by the 

camp gates… I guess, because that was the first time I knew there was something 

more than wrong.” 

She leaned away from my slumped arms and pursed her lip. “Ok.” 

~ 

The nights were blinding now. Immanent questions loomed but never appeared. My 

head boiled with wondering, wondering what image Virginia would try to conjure up 

next, how I could honestly answer without shouting. It was no longer the duvet 

trapping me but the feeling that I was surrounded by barbed wire and the barbs had 

linked and fused, larger and larger they grew and merged into one solid, furious 

cage, spiked and demanding. A question? A question? A question? A question of my 

past, a question of how my past was in the present, a question of how the past was 

in my future, my past as an unending strand of barbed wire piercing the soft shell of 

my being, bursting the skin of my future before it had fully developed. But it’s all in my 

head, I reminded myself. The memories wrapped around my eyes and lips whenever 

Virginia asked me a question, warping what really happened like a war film. I craved 

Virginia’s lips against mine instead of her words, to peel the wire away. Virginia was 

in my head too, and my head was all Virginia. 

The third and final question was the toughest. 

“Where do you want to eat for Thanksgiving?” 

“I hear there’s a new place open down the road,” I replied, standing up. 

“Where are you going, Roze?” 

“Our neighbour knows the owner, says she’s a fine cook.”  

“Sit down, Roze. Why is your coat on?” 

“I predict four stars, that’s what he said. It’s downtown, let’s try it tonight.” 
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“Roze, where are you going?” Virginia was getting further away, across the 

room. “You’re not working today, it’s a Sunday…” 

The door handle rattled nervously. “Let’s go there tonight, I’ll see you…” 

Virginia disappeared behind the slammed door. I was running down the 

street. The slamming stung in my ears. Our apartment window was open and she 

was crying to me … but I never wanted to see her again, because in every kiss and 

shift of hip, every clasp of fingers, famished faces heading for furnaces judged me. 

I wanted to pull darkness over her, before her effervescence consumed me. 

Too late? The heat was rising up out of the ground, through the pavement as I pelted 

down an alley. Blood pounded in my calves. Boiling were the faces of children dead 

that I had forgotten, and as the alley buried me I could see only smoke, hear only 

calling for mummy, calling for mummy. I fell flat on my face, in a Washington alley, 

running from my Virginia, as in my head Peta called for mummy.  
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Chapter Three: Silent Stoking 

I still had not found Peta Rynek. He ate at me; his story was blank paper melting, 

unwritten yet erasable. He had been pulled out by guards before me, being two 

houses closer to Germany than our family was. Torn from his mother by toothy SA 

troops, I caught them eyeing her hungrily before throwing him in with the other 

shaking men. A few months earlier we had taken some tobacco from his father’s 

stash to try in a backstreet. We also vowed that should we be separated, if the Nazis 

came for Oswiecim, we would stick together to survive and stick together on the other 

side. We never smoked the tobacco – it smelt grotesque – but I did try to distract the 

guards to help him escape. My distraction was sealing my lips with those of Hana, my 

other neighbour, who squealed. It certainly distracted them, but it distracted Peta too, 

struck dumbfounded. I was thrown into a truck with women identified as Jewish. 

Peta’s truck left ahead of us; I knew we would still find a way out together, from 

wherever we were going. We had to, so I could apologise to Hana for breaking our 

promise never to kiss in public. 

I still vowed to find Peta safe, though now fear had seized me. He could 

remind me too much, like Virginia had. He could emerge as rigid ribs in starved skin. I 

wanted to shout him out of the ground; instead skeletal fists flailing for food 

scrunched my lips tight. So I had to stare into the dark which he inhabited, and write. 

~ 

Losing far of the dark is the most haunting step into adulthood, Peta. It holds the 

notion that what you could only before regard as danger and threat becomes 

something of interest to you. 

 I remember your pupils dilating when you knew you were being taken to the 

camp. Mine dilated just the same when I embraced an illicit love at night; in my mind I 

was mimicking your pensive, pawing looks before total immersion into darkness.  

Did you learn? Death is actually an addiction. We hurtle towards it, pretending 

to pull away from it at so many stages; in the end the only answer is to swoon for it. 

Unless you have the stamina, of course. Or unless you’re one of those six million 
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Jews who resisted… and as long as you and I have a consciousness, they’ll never 

die. 

~ 

This note to him was written the heavy November night in 1966 that I ran from 

Virginia. I simply could not allow a second of dry breath to stop me saying what I 

needed to say when I found him. So a note to drop in his pocket, uncompleted with 

the pen grip stinging my fingers, powered my bellowing heart. 

~ 

It took until April 1967, alone in an apartment with soiled walls, before I acted on that 

note. I had a bedroom with a writing desk and a mirror, an oven half the size of the 

desk and a fridge half the size of that. The note adorned the fridge, the only part of 

the room not exposed to the window, in the hope it would curl less during the muskier 

days. I left to trucks whooshing past the jammed windowpane and back. Fumy 

breezes belched in as I swiped a creased envelope from my desk and slid out the 

door. In this envelope were a few dollars and a request to be placed in the local 

paper, asking for one Peta Rynek to meet a relative at the Daydream dancehall for a 

brief reunion in a month’s time. 

 Peta did not reply. A young man named Milosz Rynek did. He agreed to meet 

yet asked for my address – providing his address to send it to – in case it was raining 

and I could not go outside. Secretly I spat at the outdated courtesy, but relented for 

Peta’s sake. 

Milosz Rynek actually worked as Daydream dancehall’s apprentice 

accountant. Seeing his name under ‘Anthony someone’ on a panel hammered to 

their office door further prickled the hairs under my jaw. Surreal was a word I kept 

associating with America, I thought, as a pockmarked man unlocked the door to enter 

the hall. 

“Thank you for sending the address, Miss Rosemari,” the man muttered. “I 

realise it takes considerable goodwill to do such a thing to a complete stranger.” 

“You are young Master Rynek.” 
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“You would be right.” 

“Call me Roze, then.” 

“I would be delighted to. But…” His body language exuded unnerving care and 

diligence, even for an accountant. 

“But?” 

“I have yet to find Peta myself. No, I am a relative, just like you, but I struggle 

to find anything.” 

The tendons in my throat restrained a groan. “How much progress have you 

made?” 

“I would put it this way, I am in need of any more knowledge you have.” 

“…I suppose I can do that.” 

“But we must be cautious. Memories of Peta… they are still sore to me, and I 

do not feel ready – look, I am sorry, Roze, I need more time. But thank you for 

visiting. I promise I will write back to you, but I have been called by my wife, I must 

get a train-” 

“I’m ready though, Milosz – is there anything, any pieces of evidence at all you 

could trust me with so I can start trying to find him?” 

“I think neither of us are ready, I’m afraid, Miss Roze, I am sorry…” 

“What? What do you… how do you know how ready I am…?” 

“I just- just need to read your words back to you a moment, Roze,” Milosz 

stuttered. “Addiction. Darkness. Death. These don’t seem like the words of a reunion 

to me. And to me, certainly, it brings more pain back than it soothes. Though…” He 

sighed heavily. “I think I relate to what you’re trying to say. It’s too soon for me, I’m 

afraid – I can’t understand yet.” 

 He saluted. “I promise I will write back to you, Miss Roze, but I must go now, I 

have a train…!” 
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 He disappeared into his office. I contemplated… I tried to contemplate and 

found nothing. A man, evidently traumatised, not Peta, but claiming to know him, with 

my address and a promise. Nothing. Darkness. 

~ 

Darkness, addiction, death… the dull tapping of Milosz’s tongue on the roof of 

his mouth. It was Morse code for danger, a phonetic warning I should have heeded 

before I turned to see the other man in the room. 

 

“Hey! Hey!” It was said with urgency, but quietly, not a wild clamor for help. 

 I turned to see Ashley for the first time. The rims of his lips, tinged beige from 

smoking, were covered by a wiry beard, rising up into untamed hair. His daughter, 

with her rigorously combed strawberry blonde ponytail and wayward eyes, was 

wrenched forward by her father. He was not much taller than her, but certainly more 

bearlike in stature. Every inch of him gestured towards her in some way. Taking them 

in had left my hand hovering in farewell to Milosz. 

 

 “Sorry ma’am, I couldn’t help but stop you. I just… I recognise you… from 

somewhere. I believe I saw you in Hilwood Gardens once?” 

 

 Every word was growled with rhetoric animosity. I should have run. 

 

 “Yeah, yeah, I see it now. You were in Hilwood Gardens! Your face says you 

remember, too. You know, I was walking my little girl through there one evening and 

she saw you and a… lady friend of yours making out! And you know she says to me, 

she says, Daddy, I see two ladies kissing! I never saw such before, how strange. 

Yes, it is strange, I’m telling her. Is it dangerous, she asks! Yes, yes I think it is 

dangerous, I’m telling her.” 

 

 I could not change my poise, but I was aware of the door, and everyone else 

had walked out of it. 
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“See I reckon the most dangerous people are the ones who make statements. 

Don’t you think, Miss? I think maybe you should explain to my little girl why you 

haven’t given yourself to the police yet.” 

  

His waspish eyes filled the room; I felt my temples redden, my wrists itched. 

Somewhere between these warring spasms, my eyes narrow and my mouth 

prepared a sentence. I was relying on impulse. 

  

 “I am not, going… anywhere. Madam, excuse me not knowing your name, but 

I was in love. No crime, I tell you. I was… just… in love.” 

 

“Well I’ll tell my little girl it’s okay to put her hand in other girl’s skirts, the 

moment you prove to me that real love between girls can happen.” He grinned to 

himself. “Yeah, I can bet you could go crawling back to that lady friend of yours and 

she’s on some man’s shoulders by now. Why don’t you do that? You walk away, and 

you only come back if she’s all yours again. Little wench.” 

 

 It seemed Ashley was the kind of man who would not hit a woman where his 

daughter could see, so I excused myself before he could excuse her. The throbbing 

in my head convulsed into a sob. I recalled all the shortcuts back to my apartment 

block the thugs and teddy boys avoided, concentrating intently on the route to keep 

his face out of my mind. Self-preservation. I had committed self-preservation, 

because I could see Ashley beating his daughter with a paddle that night, pounding 

out the memory of Virginia’s hand carressing the tender of my thigh. I saw him 

clasping her red wrist and taking her up to her bedroom to kneel at her bed, to pray 

for repentance for considering wicked curiosities before crying herself to sleep, the 

way I cried myself home now. Though it had been a little courage to reply to him I 

had not vanquished the beast ready to claw at the mind of that child, nor the memory 

of the shadow that stalked me.  

 I did not turn the light on in my apartment that night. Instead, I sat at my desk 

and stared into the dull mirror, deliberating. 

~ 
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Chapter Four: Smoke Machine 

Beehives were in, the summer of 1967. Something persuaded me that Virginia had 

most likely turned into one of the women who would like another woman who kept up 

with trends. I grimaced as the hairbrush caught my scalp where it had once been 

shaved savagely. I had to remind myself of why I needed this. I was not self-

deprecating enough to accept Ashley’s demands, but my mind cried out for 

reconciliation. A reunion, or some proof of our compatibility, would cure the sensation 

of ceasing up whenever I opened the door to a clear day. 

 

I found Virginia. She and a wane figurine of a woman were running their hands 

across the rims of shelves, eyeing Hershey’s in a sweet shop. The wane woman 

caught my eye, muttering to Virginia, who nodded silently. They swung away from 

me and to the counter, where Ashley stood. He slid a knife in my direction, sticky 

from cutting nougat. He gestured to me, taunting me. 

 

I awoke, sweating feverishly, breath collecting in my throat. I tried to cough it 

away, but it swelled further still, until the fear of not breathing filled my head. I began 

to hyperventilate. From underneath the humming consuming my head the sound of 

my breathing felt like screaming. 

 My throat emptied of air, though it was not a release. I thrust myself out of bed, 

throwing my coat on. I was running again, running from Virginia again. I couldn’t let 

the Holocaust rule over my conscious anymore, be  it fascist dictators or bears and 

their daughters or damaged survivors. I was about to humiliate myself, but I had to 

carry it out now. I was out the door. 

 The numbers had led Ashely to me, they were too noticeable. Once Virginia’s 

shadow concealing those numbers had made my life complete, but now her shadow 

loomed over them always. The numbers felt like cold burns, threatening to scorch 

and scab over the rest of my skin. I knelt on the coarse concrete of a side street, 

surrounded in sultry darkness. My Swiss blade clattered from my pocket. It made 

sense to do it, but that did not help. I stared up at the starlit ceiling, holding the blade 

against the Eight etched to the right of my radius bone, hoping the constellations 

could distract me from the sensation. I had spent years saving myself from being cut 

or bruised or experimented on in any way I could. Yet to rescue my mind from those 
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torturous memories by doing it myself… it was inevitable enough to work. This is how 

you taught me to think, Virginia. 

 The blade blushed the same shade Milosz had talking to me in Daydream 

dancehall. Its metal tip licked away the flesh as a flame would lick the sky. This was 

not darkness, not addiction, but defiance.  

A Seven floated to the floor, coated in red, a glowing cinder. It did not take 

long to lever every last digit from my arm, now stained shining crimson in the 

starlight. If anyone wanted to learn about me now, they would have to get to know 

me instead. 

 A plume of blood pulsated out of my fresh wound and the numbness 

disappeared. I howled. I pushed my coat sleeve against it, then shifted to pull my 

sweater off to wrap around it. Both simply punctuated the pain. I looked for a 

lamppost… with the pores of my cheeks pierced by tears and sweat, I should have 

known that there was no chance of having any true bearings. 

 “Stand back! I know First Aid!” A syrupy voice boasted. 

 I must have staggered out on the street at that point, surely. The need to think 

and feel faded with that thought. 

 

~ 

 

Peta Rynek emerged eleven years later, at the I Go Disco or I Go Red Room Disco 

Club in Los Angeles. Milosz and I were sat Booth Twelve. It was a shabby 

arrangement; a leather settee warped by condensation from the smoke machine, 

bent around a glitter-effect table with Donna Summer cooing from distant speakers. 

Booth Twelve was partitioned between Both Eleven and the fire exit; I was vaguely 

mindful of Booth Eleven containing a carelessly unstrapped watch, large feet in long 

heels stabbing the worn upholstery and testosterone. 

 There was a lot to thank Milosz for. He had adopted the role of Peta – a 

brotherly friend – while I had waited for his father to arrive. He had invited me to work 

in advertising Daydream dancehall, shortly before my eventful outing. He then found 

me in hospital and visited each Wednesday, witnessing the moment when my ashen, 

bloodless eyes were revived. They grew red as the tone of my voice became hoarse 

with brooding. The job remained mine on my return, even though he must have tired 

of our eyes meeting, where mine would shriek, “I’m still waiting.” Until my attempt to 
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rescue Peta I had been expertly careful in resisting the Germans; Milosz said the 

care I put into our advertising was key to Daydream dancehall’s appeal. 

  I Go Disco or I Go Red Room was not Daydream dancehall, but our manager 

wished it was. He sent us out on market research, which led us to Booth Twelve. Just 

in time: Milosz had informed me there was news regarding Peta soon after the 

manager’s briefing. 

He was uncomfortable here. His hands clawed to grip onto the upholstery. “I 

cannot imagine what you must have gone through waiting…” 

“Yes, you do,” I challenged. “You’re not a spotless man – I mean this as a 

complement, before you think – but surely with what you’ve experienced in the world 

around you, you would’ve thought about it. You’ve been through it too!” 

 Spittle hissed on my lip. I wiped it away; the booming bass had been wiped 

from my hearing, too. Lights sparking under the pressure of heat and smoke were the 

only audible presence in the booth. 

 He exhaled. “I am ready to tell you, Roze, that Peta died twelve years ago. He 

had been living here in Los Angeles with my mother, one of the nurses who helped 

him recover after liberation. We moved to Washington, above the dancehall with 

Anthony, it was safer… anyway, mother told me he had gotten into a fight with some 

drunk old men one night and had not returned. I believe they called Auschwitz a hoax 

then the fight broke out. I’m afraid that’s all I’ve really cared to look into. I was only 

eighteen when we had to move away… only nineteen when we first met.” 

 “What do you mean, all you care to look into…! Do you even know if they met 

justice?” 

 His eyes shifted nervously away from me and towards the dancefloor, as if 

they were prey being hunted.   

 “…is he really your father, Milosz? Or are you having me on?” 

 “I… I,” His prickly voice shuddered. “I’m afraid I would rather not tell you.” 

 “Sorry?” 

 “I said I… I cannot do it. It feels too private, to tell you who my father is to me.” 

 “But I’ve come this far and shared all of this with you!” I winced with every 

word, wanting to snatch them back. “I can get over my history with just a segment of 

yours.” 
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Wrinkles, tracks in arid sandy soil, were scattered across Milosz’s face. The 

humid hue of the room, lights red, yellow, indigo, let every feature rise, his stories 

cawing from the crests and dips.  

 “It is… too private. Even for you, I swear.” 

 Tremors were cracking my face. “I need proof. I’ve had so much uncertainty, 

so many years, you must understand why I need the proof. You know how precious 

proof is, to all of us! Prove it. Prove it was Peta.”  

 “I just… know. That it was Peta.” His dark, dusty eyes yielded nothing. Hot 

shivers convinced me that I was losing my chance.  

 “But how can you know it’s them, then,” I pressed. “How can you know yours 

was the Peta I knew?” 

 “I do know,” he protested. “and he remembered Hana too. I sing to them every 

day, through this, this song that remembers everyone.” 

 From his blazer pocket, a beige withered paper quivered on Milosz hands. The 

ink of Peta’s signature, smudged by a tobacco-coloured fingerprint, had leaked into 

mine; on the other side the words of ‘Shalom’ were scrawled in Peta’s writing, though 

the words were barely legible. 

“You kept it safe… keeping Peta safe, Hana safe…” 

“If you want to know who my father is, sing his song with me.” 

Milosz, boy-faced, pronounced the characters on the page, in case I could not 

remember how they sounded: 

 ;in Yiddish. Friends, khaverím, khavéyrim ,חירים in Hebrew, also ,חברים 

friends of all kinds. 

 .their departure ,להתראות

We sang, singing like we are children again. We sang like the children who 

would take me back to Virginia… 

~ 
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Chapter Five: להתראות 

‘Shalom my friend, Shalom my friend, Shalom… Shalom… God’s peace be with you, 

God’s peace be with you, Shalom… Shalom…’ 

 We both attended a commemoration ceremony outside the Library of 

Congress, which had assembled local schoolchildren to sing to fifty years passing 

since liberation. It had been seventeen years since my last meeting with Milosz. 

Neither he nor Virginia had ever seen my healed wrist, which was yet to emerge from 

beneath the auburn band of cloth I wrapped around my arm. Ask someone and they 

would tell you it belonged to my brother Peta.  

‘Shalom my friend, Shalom my friend, Shalom… Shalom… Til we meet again, 

Til we meet again; Shalom… Shalom…’ 

The kids finished singing in their polite alto; the teaching assistants looked at 

the line of us known survivors with approving eyes, cueing us to applaud. I noted 

that, though not all of them smiled, not one kid in the choir shied from my honest 

gaze. 

 Soon enough they were hurried back to their buses, in the race for more time, 

more space. Light sleet falling in the unusually warm January weather flicked into my 

face. One boy looked back to me and I pondered what he must imagine me thinking 

of, with my wet, hot eyes. 

 Wet and hot, like smoke in the rain. 

 Fire raining down. 

 Fire reigning. 

 Everywhere. 

 The cry of machines. 

 The cry of young chicks. 

 The cry from above. 
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 Dirty plumage. 

 Dirty plumes. 

 People’s feathers. 

 People feathered. 

 People flaking… 

 People who thought they were free too soon. 

 People who found freedom the wrong way. 

 People indoctrinated. 

 People incinerated. 

 Reincarnated. 

 Some phoenix. 

 …להתראות

 …להתראות

“Cab for Columbia Road?” A teaching assistant called out. Virginia nodded 

and slipped away. I strode towards her. 

“Thank you, Miss Mornsk,” yelled another teaching assistant, by the window of 

the library. “It was an honor to meet you! You are one extraordinary lady…” 

I am always expected to be extraordinary. Enough so to be somebody, but 

ordinary enough to be nobody; as if I am a mirage that changes shape depending on 

the angle from which I am observed. Then still people expect you to be anybody, so 

anybody could be capable of experiencing what I have experienced: well, what I have 

experienced is subject to the conditions of time, location and entirely unduplicatable 

circumstances, so I would have to apologise for my extraordinary aspects being 

locked in a space of horror inaccessible to anyone else. Virginia was trying to tease 

that something, that somebody, out of me, years and years ago.  
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A forty-year-old man, an aide presumably, hovered behind Virginia, just about fitting 

his black tuxedo and pinstripe trousers. He stopped being an aide when he kissed 

her on the neck. Not that I was clawing for breath this time; there was nothing left on 

me that would scar in another episode of panic. 

 I approached her. “Hello.” 

 Her boyfriend replied first. “Well, hi there!” He spoke with a plastic American’s 

accent. “Would you be the one I hear all about?” 

 “Dean! Mind your manners when we’re in public.” Virginia’s malice subsided 

slightly when she turned to study me. “Yes, it is the one. But you’re lucky it is…” 

 “The one?” I laughed sourly. “What makes me known as the one?” 

 “Well hey, why not, y’know?” He broadened his arms towards me, as if trying 

to embrace the whole street. “You’re my honey’s first love in America, little lady!” 

 “She’s not little, Dean, don’t call her little!” Virginia screeched. “Calling yourself 

a toy boy in public was bad enough… why on earth do I take you anywhere!” 

“I mean it in all due respect, ma’am,” Dean smirked, nodding at me. “I’m sorry. 

But, hey, if you ladies want to join in something, I wouldn’t mind watching.” 

If our collective histories, screams, forgotten memories, blisters and all, could 

rear their heads up and snarl, that is precisely what they did.  

“Oh, did I miss something?” 

“Oh, no, honey,” Virginia scowled. “Not at all.” 

Before I could excuse myself, she added, “Roze, we’ll have to meet later. I’m 

holding a talk at Hilwood Museum tomorrow lunchtime if you can come afterward.” 

~ 

Meeting at Hilwood Museum, we wandered awkwardly, silently, through the Gardens 

while Dean perused the museum shop. We then detoured to the Soapstone Valley 

Trail as Dean further insisted on sampling whatever the Café offered, sheepishly 

avoiding Virginia’s scowl. He was to pay for a cab back to the museum. 
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 The crackling of frost on bark broke our silence. Virginia hovered beneath the 

shade, as if the sight of her was forbidden, while my own path swung towards every 

break of cloud I could find. We gathered ourselves under one of the greater oaks on 

the trail. Virginia went to lean against it, then slapped the bark with a sigh and a 

cough. 

 “That damn Dean. We’re going through divorce papers at the moment, you 

see. Twenty years ago he couldn’t have been more different. People look like they’re 

with the times, that they want to change, Roze, so you go with them. But that was a 

different man. Now he just enjoys picking at my insecurities, as you saw.” 

 It was the twenty seconds of speech I had heard from Virginia since I ran out 

of our… old… home, days before Thanksgiving. I faltered. I could give her no 

reassurance. 

 “Anyway,” she murmured. “I just thought I should make the extent of the 

situation clear. I wouldn’t… happily have men like Dean around, you understand.” 

 I nodded numbly. “What is his surname?” 

 “…why is that important?” 

 “I can’t really think of anything else to say yet,” I admitted. “So I went for that 

first.” 

 Her hand began to curl away from the oak has she relaxed. “I get it. James, it 

is. Dean James.” 

 “So it’s Virginia James, then.” 

 Despite myself my eyes, burning from the cold, seized hers, not even relenting 

as her gaze sliced across the chilled air.  

 “Seems you would be right,” she replied. 

 The sound of her tongue rolling rippled over the tree branches; I felt time slow. 

 “I know a little more about the new Virginia, at least.” 

 “I never change, Roze. I don’t need to.” 
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 “That leaves it on my shoulders?” 

 “Leaves what on your shoulders?” 

 “That I was the one responsible for it not working.” 

 “What responsibility? There was no expectation from anyone for it to work. We 

were just together for a time. Responsibility!” She snorted at the word. “It wasn’t a 

trial.” 

 “That depends on your point of view.” 

 “Excuse me?” She edged forward, no longer needing the oak as a crutch. 

 “I said, it depends on your point of view.” I caught my breath. Silence felt 

necessary, to prepare my question’s trajectory. “Was I a trial?” 

 “You, a trial?” 

 “Yes. I wasn’t able to keep up with all your questions. It infuriated you, didn’t 

it?” 

 “I said, You, a trial?” 

 Virginia laughed, looking at me as though I should join in. But I simply let the 

hunch below my neck drop. That was enough. 

 “Well, I know I still feel for who she was, but who is Rosemari Mornsk these 

days?” 

 “I talk about being liberated more now than I used to,” I replied after 

deliberation. “It makes up for getting rid of…” 

 I unwrapped Peta’s cloth from around my wrist, showing where the skin was 

paler than my arm, punctuated by remnants of stitching. 

 “Shit,” Virginia muttered. “Who did that for you?” 

 “I,” I hesitated. 

 “I’d sue their hide off if they did that crap a job of mine,” she hissed. 
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 I chuckled quietly. “That won’t work. I… did it.” 

 Virginia’s stare intensified, not judgmentally as I expected but more as an 

examination. “Alright.” 

 “You’re not angry?” 

 “Not necessarily. Oh, and the cab’s due in thirty minutes.”  

We turned away from the oak and toward to the museum. “What did it feel like 

when it happened?” 

  I felt Virginia’s voice behind me, veering closer to me as we walked. It would 

take weeks and months, but the gap between us would be closed. 
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Chapter Six: Never 

Virginia tells me now that it happened a lot slower than I remember it. Her insistence 

has been enough to have me walking stubbornly away, out of our sitting room, away 

from refurbishing our new attic, wherever she brings it up. But I pointedly walk into 

another room and not out of the door. There is an understanding now. Under this roof 

is a truce that her private war cannot be my private war, nor mine hers.  

 It seems a bitter compromise. But not when survivors living in Germany waited 

nearly fifty more years for the Berlin Wall to release them a second time. Not with 

executives organizing package holidays to Auschwitz. Not when most people can tell 

you more celebrities and politicians who have stood under the Arbeit Macht Frei gate 

than victims. 

 The day after the NeverAgainTM Conference, with its hard-edged serviettes 

and harder-eyed guests, Virginia woke me up with her long velvet draped coat on the 

duvet, her hands smoothing the creases out of my cramped shoulder blades. 

 “Sunday walk,” She cooed to me. 

We love Washington as much as we love each other. We do not love its 

advertising, or its republicans, or how we still shiver a little before locking fingers by 

the Washington monument. We love, unlike the less permanent tourists, touching 

hips and elbows, leaning on one another in Seward Square, watching the different 

languages on the discarded wrappers and packets twisting in the dusk breeze. Even 

in dust cultures can survive, with all its dynasties and dictatorships, upheavals, 

uncertain happiness, jazz emanating across street corners, cliques and protestors, 

radicalization and unmonitored procrastination, pioneers and unrepentant lovers, 

calling their homeland their own. All of it exists in this vast country, a vivid 

amalgamation of monuments, salt lakes and the Appalachians. 

 “You’re thinking again, Rozie. I can tell.” 

 “I am, dear. Would you like to know what I’m thinking about, or is now not the 

time?” 

 “I’d like to know if you’re thinking about what I’m thinking.” 
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 “Oh, go on then. You tell me first, what are you thinking of, Virginia?” 

 “You never call me Ginny like I call you Rozie…!” 

 “That’s not what you’re thinking of,” I remind her. 

 “No… no, I’m thinking of how I can’t help but relate each of these… 

experiences? Photos, snapshots. Each snapshot in my head, of where I’ve been, I 

can’t think about them without thinking of who would’ve taken the photo were it a real 

camera, of who I was with at the time.” 

“True, each memory is a person, so they are not memories anymore, as such.” 

“Is that how you feel, now, then?” Virginia presses. 

 “I do not recall memories. I introduce testimony. I am the heavy duty door 

between the smoke and the clean air with a reinforced window for people to see in, 

protected from choking.” 

She gently rubs my shoulder and lets it land on her chest, putting her arm 

around me. “You’re not a circus act, Roze! Only do these talks if you feel it helps…” 

“I don’t really feel like people see me as human without them…” 

“I see you as human!” Virginia laughs, tickling my hair. “Why the hell should 

what anyone else thinks matter?” 

My pocket vibrates. Marc, head of NeverAgainTM, is calling. I heave away from 

Virginia, three throaty splutters erupting from my chest, accepting the call. 

 “Marc, how are you.” 

 “Always so polite, Ms. Rosemari. More importantly, how are you after your 

marathon session yesterday evening?” 

 Virginia turns the phone to speaker mode and slips it under her hovering boot. 

 “Students said it was a privilege listening to you,” Marc praises. “We’d like you 

back for their high school seniors next January, please!” 

 I purse my lip. “I suppose it would be rude to turn them down.” 
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 “The more you can do, the better it gets. Students will talk to each other, think 

of better questions for you,” he promises. I resist telling him that some of their 

questions are too good. 

 “Wouldn’t that mean that they’d be hearing the same thing from me as their 

peers?” 

 “A little bit. You could vary it a little, but stick to what’s comfortable, ok?” 

Virginia’s inquisitive face is iridescent in the morning light. 

“I’m comfortable,” I reply.  
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